
TABLETOP
FIRE PIT

I N S T R U C T I O N  M A N U A L

CAUTION Only use on flat stable surface and never place near flammable objects.

CAUTION Only use an extended lighter or long match to ignite Tabletop Fire Pit.   
Never use a standard lighter or match to activate Tabletop Fire Pit. 

CAUTION Only use Tabletop Fire Pit on a fire resistant surface, such as stone, metal table, 
granite countertop, or glass tabletop.  Using the Tabletop Fire Pit on a flammable surface can cause 
fire and lead to serious injury.    

CAUTION Never refill, move or touch the Tabletop Fire Pit while burning or when hot.

CAUTION Do not attempt to blow out flame, only use the included Snuffing Lid 
to extinguish flame. 

CAUTION The Tabletop Fire Pit should never be left unattended.  Adult supervision is 
required at all times. Adults must handle, fill, and activate Tabletop Fire Pit.

CAUTION Keep out of reach of children and pets. 

CAUTION Flammable objects must be kept away from Tabletop Fire Pit while lit or hot. 
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FIRE and EXPLOSION hazard.
Severe BURNS or DEATH can occur.

NEVER add fuel to a hot device.

CAUTION Keep clothing and hair and hair away from Tabletop Fire Pit when lit.  Clothing 
and hair can catch fire resulting in serious injury. 

CAUTION Fuel should never be stored or placed near Tabletop Fire Pit.

CAUTION Keep fuel in a secure location not accessible by children or pets. Ensure lid is 
secured to prevent escaping vapors and fuel spills.  Fuel spill or vapors can ignite causing fire. 

CAUTION Do not open fuel container near open fire.

CAUTION Discontinue use immediately if cracks appear or fuel or flame show 
on outside of unit. 

CAUTION Always empty the Burn Chamber when finished.     

CAUTION Do not use improper fuels with this Tabletop Fire Pit.  Only use 70% or 91% 
isopropyl alcohol as fuel.  Burning wood, pellets, bioethanol, gelled ethanol, paper or other fuel 
types could cause serious injury or death. 
 



WARNINGCONTENTS INSTRUCTIONS
Read and follow all safety instructions prior to using the Tabletop Fire Pit. Severe burn and fire 
hazard.  Failure to follow operating instructions could result in serious injury or death. 
Isopropanol Alcohol is highly flammable and dangerous if not handled according to the instructions.
For Outdoor use only.
For use with 70% or 91% isopropyl rubbing alcohol as fuel source, (not included).

Safety should always be the main priority when using the Sharper Image® Tabletop Fire Pit.  
Read all warnings and safety precautions before proceeding. 

Place Tabletop Fire Pit on a stable fire resistant surface outdoors.

Fill Burn Chamber with 70% or 91% Isopropyl Alcohol up to the fill line (approx. 1” below the top of 
Burn Chamber).  This will provide approximately 30 minutes of burn time.  For shorter burn times use 
less fuel. (See Diagram A)

Light with a Long Handled Lighter or Match – keep body away while lighting.  (See Diagram B)

Once the Tabletop Fire Pit is lit – do not move or touch.  Follow all safety precautions and warnings. 
CAUTION Never fill beyond fill line on Burn Chamber.

CAUTION Cover unit to snuff flame (extinguish flame) before refilling. Use included Snuffing 
Lid. Never add isopropyl alcohol when lit.

CAUTION Flame follows fuel; spilled fuel should be cleaned and dried before 
lighting Tabletop Fire Pit.

CAUTION Hot Surface; do not move or touch while lit or hot.  Allow exterior of Tabletop Fire 
Pit to cool down at least 30 minutes after fire has been extinguished before touching. 

CAUTION The Tabletop Fire Pit will be HOT. Do not move or touch while lit or hot. 
Allow exterior of Tabletop Fire Pit to cool down at least 30 minutes after fire has been 
extinguished before touching.

CAUTION Only use on flat stable surface and never place near flammable objects.

CAUTION Only use an extended lighter or long match to ignite Tabletop Fire Pit.   
Never use a standard lighter or match to activate Tabletop Fire Pit. 

CAUTION Only use Tabletop Fire Pit on a fire resistant surface, such as stone, metal table, 
granite countertop, or glass tabletop.  Using the Tabletop Fire Pit on a flammable surface can cause 
fire and lead to serious injury.    

CAUTION Never refill, move or touch the Tabletop Fire Pit while burning or when hot.

CAUTION Do not attempt to blow out flame, only use the included Snuffing Lid 
to extinguish flame. 

CAUTION The Tabletop Fire Pit should never be left unattended.  Adult supervision is 
required at all times. Adults must handle, fill, and activate Tabletop Fire Pit.

CAUTION Keep out of reach of children and pets. 

CAUTION Flammable objects must be kept away from Tabletop Fire Pit while lit or hot. 

TABLETOP FIRE PIT

SNUFFING LID

BURN CHAMBER

Getting Started:

Place the included Snuffing Lid over the Tabletop Fire Pit.  Do not attempt to blow out 
flame.  Allow Snuffing Lid to remain on Tabletop Fire Pit for a minute to ensure flame is 
completely out. (See Diagram C)

Extinguish Fire:

Ensure flame is completely out. Allow Snuffing Lid to remain on Tabletop Fire Pit for a minute to 
ensure flame is completely out.

Refill Burn Chamber. 70% or 91% Isopropyl Alcohol up to the fill line (approx. 1” below the top of Burn 
Chamber) with and light according to instructions above.

Refilling:A B

C

CAUTION Keep clothing and hair and hair away from Tabletop Fire Pit when lit.  Clothing 
and hair can catch fire resulting in serious injury. 

CAUTION Fuel should never be stored or placed near Tabletop Fire Pit.

CAUTION Keep fuel in a secure location not accessible by children or pets. Ensure lid is 
secured to prevent escaping vapors and fuel spills.  Fuel spill or vapors can ignite causing fire. 

CAUTION Do not open fuel container near open fire.

CAUTION Discontinue use immediately if cracks appear or fuel or flame show 
on outside of unit. 

CAUTION Always empty the Burn Chamber when finished.     

CAUTION Do not use improper fuels with this Tabletop Fire Pit.  Only use 70% or 91% 
isopropyl alcohol as fuel.  Burning wood, pellets, bioethanol, gelled ethanol, paper or other fuel 
types could cause serious injury or death. 
 


